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as with a-train 3d: city simulator, the tutorial will put you through all of the process of handling air traffic, from navigating through a map to calling out over the radio to takeoff and landing. but unlike most flight sims, the tutorial also provides a free-
flight mode where you can practice your handling skills. for the game to feel truly realistic, you need to be able to manage every single aircraft flying into and out of the airport. narita has a staggering 2,157 scheduled flights every day, so you can

imagine that could become a challenge in itself. you can call in ground-based traffic on the ground, and atc will prioritize that against planes that are already on the ground waiting for clearance to take off. it may take several goes to get the hang of it,
but soon youll be able to keep the whole airport in your sights. as if this werent enough, each plane on the airport list has its own icon that lets you know where it is and what traffic its leaving. if you see a plane that seems to be in trouble, it lets you

know, too. as well as handling the air traffic, you need to make sure that all of the planes in your sector are landing or taking off safely. there are no take-offs or landings that arent properly executed, meaning that if youre not paying close attention, you
could accidentally land or take off near a busy flight path or the edge of the runway, putting hundreds of lives in your hands. the game goes beyond atc and gives you a number of options for every plane on the airport. you can adjust the speed of the

aircraft, turn off autopilot, make sure that the engines and landing gear are working, and if you think that the plane needs to be landed, you can call in a ground-based rescue team to come and get it.
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If the last paragraph has you nodding along,
then the fact that Air Traffic Controller Narita
Airport Hero is a series of scattered prequels
should bode well. Sure, they may be short on
length, but the introduction of story-specific
aircraft in successive releases instills some
serious purpose into otherwise monotonous

tasks. While the initial release has the United
States to its feet, future entries will see other
countries like Hong Kong and Japan getting
in on the act. These concept releases also
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aid development by prompting the team to
revisit earlier decisions, so that the next
entry builds upon what they learned last

time around. Although Air Traffic Controller
Airport Hero Narita only adds a couple of
new airports and aircraft, its one of the
spiciest airborne simulations in years.

Narita/LaGuardia is twice the size of San
Francisco, and offers more activities than the
latter. Further, theres more than 70 aircraft

to choose from, as well as a range of support
planes that can be assigned to various parts
of the airframe. And while its more than easy

to understand just a handful of the 400
possible commands, simply putting the
system into operation is a bit of a chore.

With the blood and sweat that has gone into
Air Traffic Controller Airport Hero, its all the
more refreshing to see that theres a chance
to push the control freak out of his comfort

zone. Anything thats a challenge to
comprehend will be hard, but the addictive
factor comes when you realise that this isnt
complex, its difficult. And to players like me,
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that creates a whole new sense of challenge.
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